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FISHER MIDDLE SCHOOL PARENT RECOGNITION EVENING!
CUNJ-supported program recognizes student/family achievement

On Monday evening, June 3rd the Fisher Middle School community gathered to recognize parents and their
children who helped the school have a great school year.
Families that value academic achievement, positive attitudes, and mutual respect contribute greatly to a
supportive and harmonious school culture at Fisher. The Fisher Parent Recognition Evening is the culmination of
a reward/incentive program designed to highlight and recognize FMS students and families for their academic,
and community accomplishments. The program is sponsored by longtime partner in learning with the Ewing
Schools, the Credit Union of New Jersey, through the Ewing Public Education Foundation. The Credit Union of
New Jersey supports many endeavors throughout the district that promote learning and help build a strong
school community.
Opening remarks were given by Dr. Maggy Hanna Fisher Middle School Principal, Board of Education President
Anthony Messina, and Assistant Superintendent of Schools Danita Ishibashi. CUNJ manager Mr. Marty Sofronksi
spoke as well and shared his appreciation of the outstanding accomplishments of the Fisher students and their
families.
The Masters of Ceremonies for the evening were Jacob and Samuel Schwartz. The National Anthem was played
by the 8th grade Fisher Middle School Quartet comprised of Matthew Munroe, Kayla Hilty, Juan Vasquez and
Sydney Smith, under the direction of Mr. Silipino. Welcome and acknowledgement where given by Susana Cruz
and the purpose of the evening was shared by Dorian Williams.
The student speaker was Sydney Smith who shared stories and experiences from her time at Fisher.
Participating students were entered in a drawing where the winnings comprised of Barnes & Noble and iTunes
gift cards, and assorted gift certificates to local attractions and businesses. All participating families received a
token of appreciation for their constant support, receiving a monogrammed FMS Honor Student coffee mug.
“This is always a nice night, as we come together to celebrate the importance of families and community support
in having a great school year,” Dr. Ishibashi commented. “We are deeply appreciative of the support of The
Credit Union of New Jersey in making our schools and community great places to learn and grow up.”
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